
A COSMOPOLITE ATMOSPHERE IN A HISTORICAL SETTING

At Mercer Hotels, we believe in the conservation of the heritage and culture of the buildings of all our hotels. The integration of 
the old and the new is one of our hallmarks. 

At EME Catedral Mercer Hotel, we combine historical heritage, contemporary design and a monumental location in the picturesque 
Santa Cruz Distric, facing the majestic Cathedral of Seville.

Our 5-star hotel is housed in a historic building from the 16th century, originally composed of 14 typical Andalusian houses. The 
architectural project was directed by the Spanish architect Juan Pedro Donaire, resulting in a modern hotel with 57 rooms, 
which combines the Andalusian roots and a modern design.

The hotel rooftop consists of different terraces that offer a panorama over the city, a swimming pool with unique views of the 
Cathedral and our Terrace-Bar, an emblematic space among Sevillians and a must for guests and visitors.

EME CATEDRAL MERCER



Nightlife is an essential part of Seville’s identity. And our panoramic bar La Terraza del EME turns your night in Seville into 
an unforgettable memory. With its wonderful direct views of the Cathedral and the Giralda as well as delicious cocktails and 
snacks, our rooftop bar offers a historic setting to enjoy as a couple or with friends.

The EME Catedral Mercer Hotel has 57 design rooms and suites. Some of them have a private terrace and unbeatable views 
to the Seville Cathedral.

La Terraza del EME, a breathtaking view of Seville



EME Catedral Mercer Hotel
Calle Alemanes, 27
41004 Seville (Spain) 
Tel: +34 954 560 000
reservas@emecatedralmercer.com

Other services at the Hotel EME Catedral Mercer

Guests can enjoy our gym, the M SPA (with Natura Bissé treatments and thermal 
circuit), the lobby-bar The Corner, the breakfast buffet service and the rooftop 
pool with direct views over La Giralda.

AL LADO Restaurant

MI ARMA Restaurant

AL LADO restaurant offers a modern cuisine with Italian inspiration:  Starters and salads, pizzas made in a wood oven, risottos, 
paellas or a delicious pasta and sauces combination. With a nice terrace next to la Giralda.

There is no terrace in Seville closer to La Giralda. There is no better setting to enjoy typical Sevillian and Spanish gastronomy. 
With non-stop cuisine serving tapas, popular dishes and chef specialties.


